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The Erotic Sky
Introduction: The Erotic Sky
When you go beyond the Sun sign and look at the entire natal horoscope, every piece of it tells you something
different about yourself. Some parts are tied to the way you look and your personal style, others to money,
love, and career and much more. When you want to completely focus on your sexual and erotic style and
potential, you don't just go to the main sex indicators (like Venus and Mars, Scorpio, or the fifth and eighth
houses) you look at everything, because every part of your life, inside and out, affects how you approach love
and sex. After all, when you fall in love (or just in lust), you do it totally, with every fiber of your being, so for
the whole story, the astrologer looks everywhere in your horoscope for the details. Whether you're male or
female, young or old, straight or gay, you look at everything - your inborn evolutionary instincts, your
interwoven masculine and feminine sides, your inner child, your later learning and your current ambitions and
surroundings. All come together to make up the sexual reality that is uniquely you, that seeks, and is desired
by, another.
And, it's easy to understand, because all of the elements of your horoscope - from the Sun, Moon, and planets
themselves to the signs, houses, and aspects that modify them - are neatly paired into male and female, and
then stacked up to show how you've developed, starting at birth, and what your potential is now.
Imagine your life as a film, in this case a grand romance, laced with love, passion, and excitement as it
unfolds from one scene to the next, episode upon episode. Like any movie, you start at the beginning and you
meet your inner players, the planets themselves, which make you up. Each of them is in a sign, which
describes the costume each is wearing. Where they make their entrance and play out their main action is
described by the house they're in, and finally the way they interact is described by their aspects, their dialogue
with each other.
So come and meet the cast of your show. Get to know them well, because you're the director and the
audience is waiting for a blockbuster which only you can provide.
They come as pairs, male and female, yin and yang, and their order of appearance matches your inner
development, starting at birth, with an emphasis on their sexual overtones. The first three pairs describe your
development, the last two your inner and outer erotic envelopes, from birth to death. Yes, you were born erotic,
and they don't call orgasm le petit mort ("the little death") for nothing. Sex, at least the kind worth doing, is the
most intense survivable experience of living and dying at the same time, which makes it so incredible.
Meet The Players
The Sun - your personality and inner style, your push, that first yell at birth that says "Hey, I'm here!"
The Moon - your feelings and emotions, reactions, reflectivity, your pull, your instinct to embrace the world and
say "Oh, it's you!"
Together, they are your inner, infant, primal stage that predates all else, the ebb and flow, come and go of
your every unconsidered instant. How they are dressed, where they like to play, and who they play with
overshadow everything.
Venus - desire, hunger, need, craving, yearning for what or who it is you'd like to go get and take into you
Mars - physical action, motion, the excitement and energy to go get it, whatever or whoever "it" is
Together, they are what you learned to do in middle childhood, how to act to satisfy your needs with your
playmates, and they are the foundation of your unique sexual style, your physical stage of development.
Jupiter - What's OK, eager steps to break new romantic ground, ambitions and courage
Saturn - What's not OK, the lines you won't step over to do it, inhibitions and fear
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Together, they make up how you relate to society and make your way there, the boundaries and possibilities
of how you get what you want, what you should and shouldn't do, the social stage that develops from puberty
through your teens.
Uranus - The knife-edge urgency of now, the door to the future. What's unique, new, electrifyingly definite,
what actually happens in the microsecond, constantly confronting your every instant.
Neptune - Hopes and dreams, fantasies, possibilities, what could or might happen, the yet-indefinite future
forever beckoning to you.
Together, they suggest a greater reality, the engines of history that take you beyond yourself to greater
realities. They're the ultimate plot-turners of sweeping romances, tragedies, and comedies alike. They
describe the dynamics explored and developed in your adult life, your transformational stage that in the end
paints what you will have made of your love life, and what you made of yourself.
Mercury - Your mind and all it can devise to order and manipulate your reality, how you cook up something
clever and talk your way through it, your plan of operations. It writes every sex scene and modifies it as you go
along. It's how you structure what you do.
Pluto - What can't be stopped, what overwhelms you and washes you away. Where you lose yourself, are
overcome by instinct, obsession, and destiny. It's about destructuring, not accidentally named after the god of
death, and it's responsible for that "little death" of total orgasm. Together, they make up what you can and
can't do, the lifelong inside-outside interplay that begins at birth (as soon as you start learning things) and
ends at death (mind at rest), and they briefly meet in the middle, at the peak of every orgasm.
The Ascendant - The part of the sky rising at birth, often called the Rising Sign, this is your physical bodily
appearance, what you see in the mirror and what others see in a real-time live performance. Your looks, your
stance, your gait, the way you hold yourself and are held in turn. It's what you tone, exercise, comb, paint,
dress, and Botox, what your lover sees and touches. Treat it well, it's what you start with - you control it, and
you only get one!
The Midheaven (MC) - The highest part of the Zodiac in the sky at your birth, it's like the flag at the top of your
mast. It's what other people hear about you, and hence your reputation and career, your life path and what's
expected of you. Nurture it, but you don't entirely control it, and depending on developments you can
effectively have more than one, even at the same time. It's both your momentary and eventual legacy, what
you end up with based on how you use the rest. Together, they're the trappings of sexual stardom, act and
audience, screen idol and fanclub that allow fantasy and reality to come together in the real world.
Combine these natural mates with their respective signs, houses, and aspects to get them cooking, and
you've got all the natural makings of erotic romance and passion, along with the joys and perils that naturally
tag along. No wonder love is the number one question on people's minds when they come to astrologers. The
stars are tailor-made for it!
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Report for Brad
Love Links with Angelina - Tops and Bottoms
You may inspire in Angelina more order and duty than you might imagine or want.
On the other hand, you're a natural to make improvements in sexual health and
well- being - playing fantasy nurse or doctor may be your perfect role.
Your Moon in her Sixth House

Your personality inspires fun and enthusiasm in Angelina, and if you play it right,
passion of every sort. You may find that you are expected to begin the action, so if
you want it, go ahead and make the first move, touch her.
Your Sun in her Fifth House

If Angelina needs advice on duty, work, and lifestyle, you can provide it, and be
taken seriously. Even, in fact, if you wouldn't think of doing it yourself, feel free to
say what needs to be done, place her at your pleasure's command.
Your Mercury in her Sixth House

You can make the daily routine with Angelina highlight the details of arousal.
Eroticizing neglected, everyday actions, from meals to personal rituals and other
common pursuits, can sexually highlight the joy of being in the now, together.
Your Venus in her Sixth House

When Angelina is flagging, be the first to pick up the speed and set the pace.
Push it to the edge, but not beyond, particularly where sexual stamina and
endurance are concerned. Stretch Angelina's limits, give it a breather, then come
back for more.
Your Mars in her Sixth House

You can be a key to growth and sexual imagination for Angelina, so don't hesitate
to inject your own fresh ideas to encourage an upward spiral. You don't have to
provide all the answers, just plant the seeds of a new crop and let Angelina grow
and nurture it, building your garden of erotic delights.
Your Jupiter in her Ninth House

It is possible that Angelina may think you're putting a damper on opportunities to
partner and limiting sexual possibilities. When you truly know who's right and
who's wrong, say so, but avoid being Angelina's jailer (unless requested to), or
you'll find yourself out on parole.
Your Saturn in her Seventh House

You can have an upsetting effect on Angelina's sexual resources, perhaps without
meaning to. When you need to make physical (or financial) demands, however
correct or necessary, try to give warning -- and do it in increments, not abruptly
and all at once. Sudden sexual overloads are not helpful.
Your Uranus in her Second House
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If you have your way, every time Angelina returns home it will be to a comforting
world of fantasy and dreams -- the essence of what childhood home ought to
mean to everyone, except the grown-up, eroticized version. In the real world, the
appliances sometimes get in the way, so balance your act to make mutual dreams
work.
Your Neptune in her Fourth House

Trying to control or manipulate Angelina's finances or personal resources could
meet with resistance, with sex and money getting badly entwined, however right or
well-meaning you may be. In this area, it is better for you to stop yourself than to
force Angelina, if you value the relationship.
Your Pluto in her Second House

Love Links with Angelina - Tops and Bottoms
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Report for Brad
Your 'Hot' Spots with Angelina - Open Arms, Natural Matches
There's an urgency to get moving and keep moving, ever onto new techniques,
greater physical challenges, expanded moves that stretch your inner energies.
Sexually stimulating, but sometimes exhausting, so reserve some r&r recovery
time after your initial r&r efforts.
Your Jupiter Conjunction her Mars (orb: 00 52')

Whatever they say about you is OK by Angelina, so you needn't struggle to
maintain your reputation where she is concerned. You feel support from her
personal satisfaction in this regard, however things may be going otherwise.
Your Midheaven Sextile her Venus (orb: 01 11')

Even when you have differing life philosophies about a wide range of things, they
will not seem to get in the way particularly. You will find yourselves discovering
common ground anyway, along with an easy live and let live attitude that
encourages the intimacy of shared life experience.
Your Saturn Sextile her Jupiter (orb: 01 43')

You can bring out the upbeat, creative side of Angelina's sensuality simply by
being yourself, coming on as strong and sincerely as you'd like to. The less you
think about it, the more bright ideas will turn up -- bordering on the far-out without
actually crossing the border.
Your Sun Sextile her Uranus (orb: 02 56')

Your ability to trim down Angelina's ideas until they're only what works and not
what doesn't makes you an invaluable resource for the both of you. When less is
more, you're likely to make she realize it without feeling controlled or censored.
Sometimes that's all there is, nothing more need be said. A single touch is worth a
paragraph of intentions.
Your Saturn Trine her Mercury (orb: 03 11')

You can draw out Angelina's feelings and blow them up to larger than life. You are
a midwife to emotional growth and open up previously hidden potentials for
arousal. In response, Angelina will urge you on to do ever more of it.
Your Jupiter Conjunction her Moon (orb: 03 15')

A mutual tendency to nudge each other into new and interesting erotic territory
can make this a very rewarding relationship. It's noticeable mainly by its comfort
and the lack of pressure that still manages to easily bring forth new flowers of the
heart.
Your Jupiter Sextile her Sun (orb: 03 35')

You're 100 percent behind Angelina's style and inner self, not because you even
understand it but because it just feels like part of your own life structure. This kind
of unconditional and unswerving support makes you a solid backer and a friend to
come back to when more fickle friends and lovers fail to sustain.
Your Saturn Trine her Sun (orb: 05 43')

Your 'Hot' Spots with Angelina - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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You are both on the same 12-year cycle of renewal and creativity, so you will do
well on mutual levels of experimentation, finding yourself usually at the same
stages of development. Unless, of course, you get competitive about it, and find
yourself constantly neck and neck, pushing one another into something new.
Your Jupiter Conjunction her Jupiter (orb: 07 35')

When Angelina has big plans for an undercover nighttime operation, you only
serve to help her make them come true bigger and better than expected. You
encourage her desire to grow and develop and she has every intention of making
you feel as big a hit as you'd like to imagine yourself.
Your Sun Trine her Jupiter (orb: 08 26')

Your 'Hot' Spots with Angelina - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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Report for Brad
Your 'Not' Spots with Angelina - Open Arms, Natural Matches
When it's time for putting the moves on each other, you're both pointed at slightly
different angles from the very starting line, which makes it hard to stay on track
together. Spiraling away from each other or out of control (or just out of gas) are
hazards here, so constant adjustment is needed to make this rodeo ride stable.
Your Mars Square her Mars (orb: 00 41')

Attempts to change or redirect Angelina's personality and inner direction are
seriously ill-advised unless you're looking for protracted conflict. If you don't like
what you see, learn to get along with it until it changes by itself, or move on, go
move on someone else.
Your Pluto Square her Sun (orb: 00 48')

Your well-laid plans and objectives may be the opposite of what Angelina deems
acceptable or even safe, unless that's the thrill you're both looking for. Expect she
to put the brakes on your intentions about half the time, at least until you explain
them a lot better.
Your Mercury Opposition her Saturn (orb: 01 17')

Getting a handle on Angelina's crazy approaches to love may not be your allotted
task, which you'll find out after you've tried it a couple of times. Not that they're
utterly impossible, just hard to get your head around and they don't work as well
when you interfere. Leave them to Angelina, who will later treat you to the results.
Your Mercury Square her Jupiter (orb: 01 19')

If you try to pin down Angelina's feelings, the chances are you'll have a long chase
before you get it right. Sometimes words just aren't appropriate, and getting
specific can kill natural arousal. So, if she is clueless after your most articulate
speeches, try a more physical approach.
Your Mercury Square her Moon (orb: 03 02')

Your moves may unintentionally grate on Angelina and evoke emotions that are
unsettled and perhaps unsettling. Thus, disputes when they arise should be
settled based on the issues, not on the emotions surrounding them. No fighting,
no biting. Try something more exciting.
Your Mars Square her Moon (orb: 03 03')

Your insistence on your brand of change and experimentation may grate on
Angelina, not because she is averse to trying something new, but because it's not
the new she's interested in trying. This can throw a little sand in the gears, like sex
on a beach without a towel. Think mutual alternate solutions, right away.
Your Uranus Square her Sun (orb: 03 21')

You may find that Angelina throws a lot of roadblocks your way, not necessarily
intentionally. When you want to make it happen, it's time for her to stop or change
course, so that you waste a lot of energy together. Blocked sexuality can find
exciting release, however, so choose your arena and close the doors.
Your Mars Square her Pluto (orb: 03 30')

Your 'Not' Spots with Angelina - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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Your style is a bit contradictory to Angelina's way of thinking, so you're likely to get
comments and analysis you didn't expect coming from her on a regular basis. If
you both think of it as constructive, the relationship will actually benefit. If you take
it personally, or let it wound your sexual ego, you're in for running conflict, and
running down.
Your Sun Opposition her Mercury (orb: 03 32')

Don't be surprised if Angelina's view of your professional life gets a little
complicated. Your personal life seems clear to her, but when you go public things
can get tangled, so listen to the personal side, take care of your own publicity.
Your Midheaven Square her Mercury (orb: 04 39')

Your tastes can be rather different, so personal décor and decorum may
sometimes clash. Where you want to sample the whole spectrum of erotic
possibilities, however, this is a great combo. Just avoid battling over who's choices
are better and try some of each until you've tasted them all.
Your Venus Opposition her Venus (orb: 04 41')

It may be hard for you to feel just what Angelina wants at any moment, and you
may first learn that by making sexual assumptions that turn out to be dead wrong.
The answer is, of course, don't make assumptions - ask first and go with the reply.
Your Moon Opposition her Venus (orb: 05 20')

The lure of the unusual tweaks your desires here, so you'll probably be interested
in feeling out Angelina further, but when you get in the clinch you can run across
the part that's either irrelevant or unacceptable which throws a monkey wrench
into things, or at least serves to annoy. Correct and continue, if you like, but don't
argue the point too much.
Your Venus Square her Uranus (orb: 05 20')

Angelina's burgeoning sexual ambitions may grate on you from time to time, and
even when you go along with them they can get out of hand. So feel free to back
off and leave well enough alone when you think spiraling entanglement might not
turn out well for you.
Your Moon Square her Jupiter (orb: 05 24')

You may think you know how to help organize Angelina's moves, but chances are
Angelina won't fully agree or completely go along with it. No point in arguing if you
don't come to a fairly quick solution. To each his own, don't insist, stop talking,
start doing whatever comes to hand.
Your Mercury Square her Mars (orb: 05 24')

Your freely expressed sexuality can run directly afoul of Angelina's inhibitions and
prohibitions. In order to avoid put-downs you may be wise to hold your tongue and
seem to abide by her artificial rules of right and wrong.
Your Moon Opposition her Saturn (orb: 05 26')

Angelina can be a bit abrasive or get on your nerves, mainly by tweaking you with
odd suggestions or approaches that annoy or hurt. Don't take it too personally, but
don't feel you have to put up with it, either. If you find certain things over the edge,
say so. No turn-offs allowed.
Your Moon Square her Uranus (orb: 05 58')
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Angelina may be the perfect person to lead you into overdoing pleasures that you
wind up regretting. One more sexual deep dish, one more erotic experiment,
maybe the next one will please, but probably not. The more you do, the less it
satisfies, so take a breather if you see that happening.
Your Venus Square her Jupiter (orb: 06 03')

If Angelina puts down your sexual preferences or refuses to go along with what
you want, don't take it too personally, just disconnect and come back later, if at all.
You both see personal gratification in rather different lights at a level beyond
arguing about.
Your Venus Opposition her Saturn (orb: 06 05')

It's stop and go, go and stop, with your impulse to make it happen right away
collared and leashed by Angelina's instinct to rein in and keep the body heat under
control. Whether that gets either or both of you off depends on the rest of your
inclinations.
Your Mars Opposition her Saturn (orb: 07 22')

Angelina's original side may not really benefit from your attempt to be the driving
wheel. Your erotic intents are welcome, but you may find yourself pushing against
the flow or tail-spinning efforts unnecessarily without meaning to. Be willing to
gracefully back off when asked the first time.
Your Mars Square her Jupiter (orb: 07 24')

It may be difficult to tell where to move ahead and where draw the line. You'll push
forward when Angelina pulls back, making agreement hard to come by. This may
be one situation where consulting a relationship textbook may give you some
guidelines to agree upon.
Your Jupiter Square her Saturn (orb: 07 33')

It's try, try again when your feelings are similar enough to lead you on, but
different enough to keep you sexually dissatisfied and going back to for a better fix.
When you hit diminishing returns, it may be time to take a breather and stop
chasing each other's tails.
Your Moon Square her Moon (orb: 09 45')
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Report for Angelina
Love Links with Brad - Tops and Bottoms
Stay emotionally close to home with Brad, as that is where you're strongest. Your
feelings may be taken as gospel, and off-the-cuff, suggestively sexual remarks
may be taken deeply to heart, so be aware.
Your Moon in his Fourth House

You can be a perfect partner for Brad, someone who can be equal in all respects,
where eroticism requires a true duet, mano-a-mano. If you choose to take the role,
however, know you'll be expected to bear half the burden as well. Be sure it's
worth it, then take the plunge.
Your Sun in his Seventh House

Brad is likely to see you as an intellectual equal, so feel free to agree or contradict,
and play ball in general, as long as you can hold up your end. You can author the
details of the relationship, just speak up and say what you think, and just what you
both want to engage in.
Your Mercury in his Seventh House

Your need for Brad to be in your debt may only be matched by your ability to
achieve it. Tread softly, because if you close in too fast and come on too strong
you may get bounced before you have gotten what you want. Be the final one, not
the first, to get the rose.
Your Venus in his Eighth House

You can be a foundation-shaker for Brad, but don't rattle his cage unless you have
something better to provide. Sexual assaults upon the home front, however wellmeaning, should come with prior warning -- avoid Pearl Harbor.
Your Mars in his Fourth House

Enlarging and sexualizing Brad's home environment can be a particular source of
your appeal. Your unique and innovative eye may be just the thing that's needed
for a fresh start that will be much appreciated. Be the one that says yes to the new
and encourages change, newly eroticizing old surroundings.
Your Jupiter in his Fourth House

You can be a really good check on Brad's sexual expenditure, getting more heat
out of less fire. When in doubt, don't pay more, play more, it's free. Similarly, you
could be just the person to insist on cleaning out his emotional attic and keeping
only what's needed and useful and truly adds to the heat of the moment. Just try
to be cheerful about it, unless actually asked to dominate.
Your Saturn in his Eighth House

Suddenly-proffered realizations about the true nature of Brad's heart and intimate
friendships may not be received the way you mean them. Where sensitive
relationships are concerned, move more slowly and with care. Abrupt movements
alarm and separate, just when you are trying to get physically closer.
Your Uranus in his Eleventh House
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It can be easy to imagine close friendship and lasting warm relations here, beyond
just a fun physical romp. That can happen, but perhaps not in the way that either
of you conceive it. Before you decide upon true friends, find out who the false
ones are...
Your Neptune in his Eleventh House

You should probably be particularly circumspect when it comes to manipulating
Brad's personal reputation, as you may push buttons there that may not be
appreciated. If you try to impose your own story, however creatively, it may seem
like interference, sexual grandstanding. Consult before trying to change course.
Your Pluto in his Tenth House
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Report for Angelina
Your 'Hot' Spots with Brad - Open Arms, Natural Matches
You have a way of lighting a fire under Brad's bubbling brilliance and awareness
that just won't quit. You insist on trying things out, not just erotic speculation, and
force him to turn imagination into reality. Check it out, then try it out.
Your Mars Conjunction his Jupiter (orb: 00 52')

Your reputation can be a source of security for Brad, and for that reason you'll find
support and reinforcement in areas that help stabilize your status. When you want
to know the best fallback line, he's the one to consult, because he feels on the line,
too.
Your Midheaven Sextile his Saturn (orb: 01 16')

Whatever your opinions about proper and improper, you're likely to find common
ground and live and let live rather effortlessly. You'll equally find acceptable
boundaries between what's a turn-on and what simply goes beyond the pale.
Your Jupiter Sextile his Saturn (orb: 01 43')

You can expand the outer bounds of Brad's personality to try out new erotic trips,
push the envelope so that even ordinary things become a turn-on again. The trick
is making experiments seem tantalizing; it's the thrill that beckons.
Your Uranus Sextile his Sun (orb: 02 56')

Brad is the one to remind you to put your seat belt on before you floor the
accelerator and you'll tend to do the same for him. Your best-laid plans would
involve keeping him under control (in a good way) and he'll be the one to make
sure you've got that process down to his liking.
Your Mercury Trine his Saturn (orb: 03 11')

Even when Brad is a bit over the top, chances are you're ready to field the most
ambitious passion pitch and move it up to a new level. You are particularly helpful
in nurturing growth, as you know just where he will be flowering and can stroke
every petal.
Your Moon Conjunction his Jupiter (orb: 03 15')

You are a good support for Brad's erotic ambitions, even when not directly
involved with them. Your comments and personal approval go a long way in giving
him the necessary confidence to move ahead and succeed with what S1's
attempting.
Your Sun Sextile his Jupiter (orb: 03 35')

You not only come to Brad's defense when needed, you are his defense simply by
the kind of person you can't help being. Slow and easy, it works both ways, as you
know that you'll always have his loyalty and solid instincts to back you up when
your own light needs to be shored up against the weather.
Your Sun Trine his Saturn (orb: 05 43')
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You are both on the same 12-year cycle of renewal and creativity, so you will do
well on mutual levels of experimentation, finding yourself usually at the same
stages of development. Unless, of course, you get competitive about it, and find
yourself constantly neck and neck, pushing one another into something new.
Your Jupiter Conjunction his Jupiter (orb: 07 35')

Brad gets a real inner boost out of seeing you do well, and you will likely be seen
more favorably when he is around to add light and character to your play. It's
something that can't help but be a plus for you and will make Brad shine a little
brighter as he sees you succeed.
Your Midheaven Trine his Sun (orb: 07 59')

Have you got plans for Brad, ones neither of you have even dreamed about (well,
maybe dreamed), much less implemented, and they fit him to a T. Your feeling for
his style makes you both perk up and want to try another, even better round of
play. This is going places, and all you have to do is smile while you take the ride.
Your Jupiter Trine his Sun (orb: 08 26')

Your 'Hot' Spots with Brad - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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Report for Angelina
Your 'Not' Spots with Brad - Open Arms, Natural Matches
When it's time for putting the moves on each other, you're both pointed at slightly
different angles from the very starting line, which makes it hard to stay on track
together. Spiraling away from each other or out of control (or just out of gas) are
hazards here, so constant adjustment is needed to make this rodeo ride stable.
Your Mars Square his Mars (orb: 00 41')

Conflicts about how you get to assert yourself are likely, and there are a lot of
dead-end struggles possible with Brad, so choose your fights, or choose not to
engage. Sublimating anger into physical passion and a good grapple is OK, but
taking it elsewhere is a losing game.
Your Sun Square his Pluto (orb: 00 48')

You may sometimes wish Brad would just shut up, enough bad talk, but maybe
that's because you're not really listening or are reading negatives in where there
aren't any. But, still, maybe a few less words to the unwise would suffice. Don't
sour on his ideas until you've tested them, however, or you could prove yourself a
fool, and a lonely one.
Your Saturn Opposition his Mercury (orb: 01 17')

Too many new ideas flying about the room may make it difficult to focus on what's
at hand. It's easy to get into contradictions or be sucked into spiraling puzzles or
techniques that defy implementation. Pick a few to work on, let the rest go until
later. Overload can block the road, leave you dead in bed.
Your Jupiter Square his Mercury (orb: 01 19')

Don't be surprised if Brad's view of your professional life gets a little complicated.
Your personal life seems clear to him, but when you go public things can get
tangled, so listen to the personal side, take care of your own publicity.
Your Midheaven Square his Mercury (orb: 01 46')

Brad often has some difficulty figuring out your state of arousal. Things may feel
right, but when you talk about it, it comes out twisted. So, in some cases, certain
things are better left unsaid, so words don't get in the way of having your way.
Your Moon Square his Mercury (orb: 03 02')

You may have to go out of your way to escape needless disputes, which are as
easy to avoid as they are to walk right into. It takes two to have a fight, and when
Brad seems to pick one, back off, don't jump right in. Sexual harmony takes effort,
but it's worth it, and the aftermath of a passionate argument can be steamy,
indeed.
Your Moon Square his Mars (orb: 03 03')

Brad the promise of adventure meets the actuality of misadventure here, so you
have to take what works with what doesn't and work out the difference. Brad's
version of original moves and hot sex may grate on your style every now and then,
which throws some sandpaper where the silk ought to be, so you'll have to sort as
you go.
Your Sun Square his Uranus (orb: 03 21')

Your 'Not' Spots with Brad - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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Trying to use Brad's sex drive to suit your personal agenda will be
counterproductive. Fool with a fire too much and too often and it either spreads
where you don't want it to go or just goes out. Plus, most people really don't like to
be tampered with -- do you? Could be the question.
Your Pluto Square his Mars (orb: 03 30')

Words fail you when it comes to describing Brad's real essence, so don't come on
like you know him or you could get pushed away. He can be so the opposite of
what you think, however you try to encompass it, that you're better off trying an
entirely different tack, which includes keeping an open mind and learning from his
experience, and the experience of being with him.
Your Mercury Opposition his Sun (orb: 03 32')

Your tastes can be rather different, so personal décor and decorum may
sometimes clash. Where you want to sample the whole spectrum of erotic
possibilities, however, this is a great combo. Just avoid battling over who's choices
are better and try some of each until you've tasted them all.
Your Venus Opposition his Venus (orb: 04 41')

However well things may be going personally, it will probably be wise to steer
Brad clear of your professional life, as his feelings in that arena will tend to get
things tangled up and not likely for the better for either of you. Intimacy yes,
publicity no.
Your Midheaven Square his Moon (orb: 04 57')

Your sexual light bulb can both illuminate Brad's desires or seem like too much
harsh glare, or both at the same time. He wants the change but isn't sure the way
you do it is quite what he can handle. Don't insist, or it will get worse. Put a shade
on your lamp to soften the experience before you turn up the juice.
Your Uranus Square his Venus (orb: 05 20')

What you want and need may be the opposite from what Brad feels like on first
approach, so you may have to develop a more effective way of stalking and
seducing him to get him to turn to your desires. The first rule: don't spook the
game. A wary and wily approach will be much more successful.
Your Venus Opposition his Moon (orb: 05 20')

You and Brad can spend too much time debating what to do and trying it out half
way without getting there. The trick is to decide what does well enough and then
get on with it, without too much ado about sexual perfection. Let your strokes
determine your game plan, not the other way around.
Your Mars Square his Mercury (orb: 05 24')

Be careful that emotional situations don't get blown out of proportion by pursuing
sexual issues further than they should naturally go. It can be easy to get tangled in
ever-spiraling change that exhausts his clarity of judgment, your boundaries.
Your Jupiter Square his Moon (orb: 05 24')

Take care not to negatively misread Brad's feelings, as you may be throwing
something imaginary into the mix when it's just not there, a real arousal- killer. You
may have to take it slowly for this reason, as pointlessly hurt feelings and
subsequent deserved guilt could result.
Your Saturn Opposition his Moon (orb: 05 26')

Your 'Not' Spots with Brad - Open Arms, Natural Matches
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You may find that Brad is never quite satisfied with what's said about you, but that
it's something that's not worth spending too much time in correcting. On the other
hand, on the personal side of things he can be a whole lot easier to please.
Your Midheaven Square his Venus (orb: 05 36')

Brad can feel threatened by your desire to try it a pace farther and a step fartherout, or at least annoyed by sexual change being introduced in ways that upset his
equillibrium. You'll get some backlash here, even though your motives may be
only to freshen the atmosphere, so go easy.
Your Uranus Square his Moon (orb: 05 58')

There's a world of delicious erotic experiences to be sampled, and you and Brad
may have a hard time sorting them all out. The tendency may be to move on too
quickly to fully enjoy each one, so pick just a few, take it more slowly and savor
the joys of each encounter as they bear.
Your Jupiter Square his Venus (orb: 06 03')

An initial inclination to shrink from Brad's desires may come as much from his
feeling you may be distancing yourself as from anything you're actually doing. It's
a question of not being on the same page at all about your mutual sexual
inhibitions, which may not actually clash all that much. Discuss and overcome
them.
Your Saturn Opposition his Venus (orb: 06 05')

Don't say no to the thrust of Brad's approach until you've taken a second feel of
the situation. What you're holding back from may not be what you fear at all and
you may be missing out in the process. Slow it down if you must, but know what
you might be getting into, and what might be getting into you, before you opt out of
enjoying it.
Your Saturn Opposition his Mars (orb: 07 22')

You can find yourselves wasting your erotic energy by expanding into too many
new directions at once or pursuing intense efforts to the point of diminishing
returns and exhaustion. Do enough to get thorough satisfaction from one
maneuver, then rest and move on.
Your Jupiter Square his Mars (orb: 07 24')

You may not agree on fundamental social views, and feel compelled to remind
each other of the fact. Make your mind up if you want a philosophical debate or a
love affair and then cut out the rest. Real sex and politics (and yes, religion) don't
mix.
Your Saturn Square his Jupiter (orb: 07 33')

Brad's efforts to become involved in your public life may be well-meaning but can
wind up with your having to pick up spills or get side-tracked from your intended
path. Personal attentions are quite enough to make it work here.
Your Midheaven Square his Mars (orb: 07 51')

It's try, try again when your feelings are similar enough to lead you on, but
different enough to keep you sexually dissatisfied and going back to for a better fix.
When you hit diminishing returns, it may be time to take a breather and stop
chasing each other's tails.
Your Moon Square his Moon (orb: 09 45')
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Report for Brad
Your Erotic Self-Portrait
Closeups and Long Shots
Your Ascendant (Rising Sign)
What do you see when you turn on the light? It's your face, your shape, your
posture, your attitude, your stance, your gait, the way you hold yourself,
everything your mirror shows you and your lover gets to hold, all wrapped up
together. It's literally what rises up each morning to greet and share the dawn.
A fresh, physical, and uncrafted appearance gives you the look of both youth and
sincerity, an obvious willingness to avoid prejudgment, to participate and evaluate
love affairs by how they develop. You'll throw yourself into things, or at least look
like you will, but ultimately that's your call. Good humor defuses sexual anxiety, a
positive outlook guarantees a good start.
Sagittarius Rising

Your Midheaven (MC)
Is it true what they say about you? Or is it all a story concocted to make your day
or put you into someone else's fantasy? It's your built-in press agent and erotic
resume waiting to be read by your next potential lover. Like a flag, you can flaunt it,
hide behind it, or wrap yourself in it, just make sure you adjust the fit.
They say you know exactly what you want, and your likes and dislikes are very
specific, though that may not be the real story at all, so prepare to dispel it if need
be. On the other hand, you have protection if you want to say no to something
because it will fit the profile, and you can write your own scenario.
Midheaven in Virgo

Sun and Moon - The Inner You
The Sun: Your Inner Self and Personality
The shining star of our solar system, the Sun is your own inner shining star, your
style and personality, your most personal ego, the life essence of the real you. It's
that first cry you gave at birth, letting everyone know you'd arrived. It's how you
burst forth upon the world, every morning, every moment. It's you, unclothed, not
even aware you're naked.
You want it the way it ought to be, real above all, no frills required. Love and sex
are about truth, knowing yourself and another the way you really are, without
illusion or pretension. Put your back into it, shoot straight from the heart, and you'll
have a platform to campaign on and a warm bed to share with kindred travellers.
Sun in Sagittarius

Your strong personal presence allows you to shoulder others out of the way and
take (or be) the first pick, dominating your scene and/or your partner. That upfront sense of self is healthy and inspiring to others who could use a little extra,
but deploy it with modesty and a hand up where needed. After all, if you're totally
running the sexual show, you're alone.
Sun in First House

Sun and Moon - The Inner You
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The Moon: Feelings and Emotions
It's all about how you react to the world, and hence your feelings, emotions,
moods. Like the phases of the Moon in the sky, this is the ever-changing part of
yourself that's up one day, down the next, your inner tides that ebb and flow and
constantly interact with everyone and everything around you. You're naked and
you know it, and dealing with it.
Your feelings are not to be squandered, but the well-spent reaction is an
investment that will bring you long returns. You're not likely to jump into just
anyone's bed, which some may interpret as chilliness, but those worth a second
look will recognize as discriminating taste. You take care of what you care for, and
that starts with your own heart.
Moon in Capricorn

Security is essential for you to feel open enough to express yourself erotically or
otherwise. Does that mean you can be bribed? Possibly, but certainly you need to
know you're in a game with some firm backing before you start investing body and
soul in the stakes. You can only play totally for fun when you know there's nothing
to lose.
Moon in Second House

You can put your finger on your sexual feelings and it comes right out of your
mouth. Your reactions are articulate, and you not only know what you like, you say
it. Some might consider that less than private, but you know that you don't get
what you want if you don't speak up, and discussing the matter only leads to
improvement.
Moon Conjunction Mercury

Your feelings are totally wrapped up with need, and your emotions thoroughly
entangled with your desire. You want it and feel it at the same time, and "yes,
please" is your number one redial. It also makes you perfectly charming, because
you're totally attuned to what's wanted in general and aim to get and be a piece of
it.
Moon Conjunction Venus

Since you know inside that you'll come out all right in even the direst of
circumstances, you're not likely to freak out if things aren't sexually going right.
Even when the mind sees reefs and disaster ahead, the heart feels a current that
will carry you around it and into calmer waters. A panicky or uncertain sex partner
can find no more reassuring friend than you.
Moon Trine Pluto

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
Venus: Desire, Need, Hunger
Named for the goddess of love, she's really all about desire. Talk about needy,
she defines it. Everything you want, need, lust after, have to have, from a lover to
a new line of accessories, she's the one inside you calling the shots. She invented
desire, and if you use her well, everyone will be desiring you. Love, wealth, beauty,
art, music, food, entertainment - she's got the key to them all.

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
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Severe and demanding taste is at the heart of your desire, which goes to the bone,
and if it isn't totally right it really doesn't satisfy at all. High standards like that can
be painful, but getting it right is essential. Age difference between partners (partly
for this reason) may be notable in your life, as may prolonged separation from a
lover, and time between affairs that truly satisfy.
Venus in Capricorn

Getting physical with you can mean getting financial as well, or at least entangling
your sexuality with the tangible landscape around you - clothes, property, wealth,
and luxury. You needn't be a millionaire (though it would be nice), but physical
tokens mean a lot, as does good physical sex itself, not just talk. It's the gift, not
the thought, that counts.
Venus in Second House

Mars: Drive, Energy, Excitement
Once the god of war, he's all about energy, fire, get up and go. You can't get what
you want if you don't go out and grab it, and he'll not only tell you how, where, and
when, he'll provide the fuel and the raw, physical energy. So if you want to get
where you're going, your Mars is your man. Testosterone on steroids.
You keep it simple and direct, getting the best out of the most ordinary and
classical moves, perhaps to the point of being hard on yourself about the outcome.
Conservative in nature, you don't jump easily to experimentation, but are open to
what others suggest so you can grow and incorporate the new until you've tested
and approved each method.
Mars in Capricorn

You incline towards physical action, and the world awaits your first move unless
you choose to withdraw or yield to another. There is little disconnection between
who you are and what you do, so the direct approach rules. Patience with others
who have less erotic energy or sexual willingness is something you may need to
develop to achieve cooperation.
Mars in First House

It can be really easy to try to do too much, too fast, too soon, and too eagerly, so
that your own best intentions get in your way and you trip over yourself. Your high
sexual energy requires focus to get you to the finish line, and half-finished efforts
get everyone crazy. Make a move and follow it to its conclusion, then proceed to
the next. Erotic multitasking is both your talent and your enemy.
Mars Square Jupiter

You're able to push the erotic envelope further because you do it in a way that
seems safe and reliable, even if it's totally off the beaten path. Confident, original
moves bring everybody along, whereas sexual uncertainty even in the most
secure context often fails. You know it's new, but it's you, and it's the right way to
go, so they sign up for the ride.
Mars Trine Uranus

Certainty about what you're doing enables you to move forcefully and confidently
without seeming sexually invasive or domineering. It just seems like you're doing
what's supposed to happen so that's the way it goes, just so. So, you can act
casually with a lover and have your way by consensus, with the wind at your back.
Mars Trine Pluto

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
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Jupiter and Saturn - Playing the Game
Jupiter: It's OK, Let's Do It, The Accelerator
The original mythological CEO, the cosmic Santa Claus, he's on point about
where you're going and ambition is his middle name. His cup is filled with luck,
adventure, and all those methods you'd like to master, places you'd like to touch,
lovers you'd like to devour. He's Mr. I'm OK, you're OK, anything's OK, so let's get
it on. He's the ticket to ride on love's main highway, just get on board.
You often equate new with good and are ready to leap into a bed that has not
been fully made. Aggressive positivism is a great opener but you'll want your initial
creative instincts to stand the test of time, so keep your bets open as you try new
things, from one growth spurt to the next - you'll always find some new
approaches waiting for you on the morrow to round out your experience.
Jupiter in Aries

Home is where your heart is, because you make it that way, and your
surroundings become a warm, enticing love nest because you put your heart into
it. You're much more comfortable in familiar surroundings because you don't have
to worry about what to do next, you just do it and the rest takes care of itself.
When you've got what you need, you turn it into your own personal erotic theater.
Jupiter in Fourth House

Saturn: It's Not OK, Slow Down, The Brakes
This cranky old creature has seen it all and knows what lasts and what doesn't,
where love is concerned. Inside you, he's the instinct to be careful, avoid pitfalls,
hold back a little so you don't blow it. It's all about stability, pacing yourself and
how to keep on an even keel without coming to a dead halt. If it's not OK, or you
should put on the brakes, he'll tell you.
Your native caution that avoids having the heat high on too many burners at a
time keeps you from burning both dinner and unnecessary bridges. You can
experiment without high risk sex, but it takes longer, so you may require some
tolerating yourself while you work through it one step at a time on several
simultaneous levels.
Saturn in Aquarius

Riches and trappings aren't what do it for you, the simpler the better where your
surroundings are concerned, so nothing distracts from the action at hand. It's not
about what you have but who you are and what you do, and the simpler the
circumstances, the clearer erotic focus becomes. Classic elegance is OK, but
gratuitous opulence just dilutes the sexual intensity.
Saturn in Second House

Disappointed dreams can spiral into cyclones of negativism and thereby prevent
you from trying to reach the ones that still await you. Jealousy and imagined
wrongs can spread like the plague, poisoning sex drive and erotic opportunity
along the way. Where there is no trust, there is no joy, so pull back from your
imagined discontent and maybe it just won't happen.
Saturn Square Neptune

Uranus and Neptune - Fantasy and Reality
Uranus: The Experiment of Now

Uranus and Neptune - Fantasy and Reality
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In mythology, this creature was chaos theory incorporated, the originator of far-out,
off-the-wall, and "no way." Unruly, unkempt, and sometimes totally freaky, he's
your erotic eureka factor, that light bulb over your head illuminating the obvious,
throwing down inspiration like lightning bolts to make experience totally new and
utterly now. This is the razor's edge of sexual reality that strips it all bare.
Change comes in distinct steps and lightning strikes only one place at a time, and
with full force. You're inclined to pick a single spot or two - a habit, a belief, a
sexual position - and completely alter the situation, which may disappoint. Don't
give up, just give yourself a little more leeway to try out the alternatives, as there's
more than one.
Uranus in Virgo

Sudden excursions into unknown territory and new frontiers are the heart of the
erotic adventure, and they can't be easily planned ahead of time. You don't bother
to apply for a visa ahead of time, you just slip over the border spontaneously and
take your chances with what you find. You can learn a lot of new languages that
way.
Uranus in Ninth House

Abrupt and forceful discovery are not just your personal style but that of your
immediate contemporaries, and often an explosion is require in order to just get
the engine started. But, if you're going to blow something up, might as well blow it
to smithereens. Like the atomic bomb, it's done by holding down the fissionable
material tightly enough, long enough, to start the chain reaction.
Uranus Conjunction Pluto

Neptune: Dreams and Fantasies of the Future
In ancient times this Little Mermaid's dad was all about the sea, but inside you this
planet is whispering a sea of dreams. Not talking, really, just fantasizing, making
up imaginary scenarios, ideal situations, aspirations, best of all possible worlds
and all that. If you don't have a dream, then how you gonna have a dream come
true? Sounds like a song... just switch on your inner Neptune, who with a little help
from the rest will have you rolling and tumbling all night.
The older ideal that if the love is shared the sex will be good is turned around with
your general age group. The dream of extremely intense, swept-away orgasms
where everybody perishes blissfully into the moment is really important to you,
and with a little effort, achievable some of the time. But be content with friendly
fare as well, in between the volcanic episodes.
Neptune in Scorpio

You idealize pure friendship, the loyalty and reliability of those closest to your
heart who will never let you down. You aspire to turn every erotic encounter in that
direction, but it doesn't always work that way. Rather than be disappointed in
liaisons that turn out not to be gold, treasure the ones that do and surround
yourself with them instead.
Neptune in Eleventh House

The fundamental sexual belief of the entire century that surrounds your life is that
it's important to let your erotic fantasies rise from the depths and be given voice,
as long as it's done in an easy and contained manner. The overwhelming inner
sex drive that enables reproduction can't be denied, but rather needs even, safe,
and creative release so it enhances instead of upsetting the balance of civilization
itself.
Neptune Sextile Pluto

Uranus and Neptune - Fantasy and Reality
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Mercury and Pluto - Erotic Foundations
Mercury: Communication and Structure
Named after the ancient messenger god, he's is all about communication, thinking
and the mind. He starts the ball rolling by marking out what you're going to do, so
if you want to get to first base in bed, Mercury is going to have the plan, and will
be monitoring your every move to make sure it's working. He's your map and
steering mechanism, to see that you get to the heat of the action.
There's a fine line between raw sexual repression and delightfully delayed
gratification, which you can greatly benefit from understanding. You can be careful
at every turn and yet derive great pleasure when all the rules have been followed
right up to the climax, heightening anticipation to the max. But everyone has to
know and agree on the rules, or there's no game here.
Mercury in Capricorn

It's important for you to know what the bottom line is before you jump into bed not just a general idea but an actual concept out of the mouths of the participants.
You want to know what's involved: if you can complete what you start, if it fits your
standards, and that it's something worth doing maybe more than once. In oldfashioned parlance, if you can't afford to really get involved, don't start.
Mercury in Second House

You know what you like and you like what you say, sexually smart and articulate.
You've considerable artistic eye for design, art, architecture, photography, and all
things that are beautiful because they are well-crafted, particularly visually. You
look the part, and are similarly attractive because of it, especially to others of good
taste and florid erotic imagination.
Mercury Conjunction Venus

Forceful words and articulate action mean that your sexual point of view is going
to be heard and will probably be the first to be tried out, by your own insistence.
The temptation to shout or act out can be strong, especially when you know you're
right, and for some that's a real turn-on. For others, quite the opposite, so say your
piece, but don't be an over-explicit loudmouth.
Mercury Conjunction Mars

You can get too much of a good idea and if you talk the subject to death with
contradictory suggestions, no one is going to see any action and annoyance and
frustration will result. Contradictory or unrealistic erotic fantasy may amuse but it
doesn't translate into satisfying sex, so trim your wick and pick the flame that's
going to do the job, then blow the rest of the candles out.
Mercury Square Jupiter

Creative and original thinking are a wide-open door toward a fuller and more
inventive sex life, especially as your confidence that it will work can overcome a
partner's innate fear that it might not. You'll shatter the boredom barrier but won't
go past the safety line, or at least that's your position. Make it so.
Mercury Trine Uranus

Creative erotic fantasies are easy enough to come by, and you're up for following
a dream as much as the next person, but you don't let it run your life. You can
decorate your intimate dramas with taste and originality, but making a production
out of it isn't necessary for an imaginatively good time.
Mercury Sextile Neptune

Mercury and Pluto - Erotic Foundations
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Knowing your personal approach is on the right side of history and that you're
helping to make it gives you a feeling of destiny that's physically attractive. You
seem to know where it's all going, and that's sexy. That only works when
combined with the modesty of knowing it's the luck of the draw of your birth, so be
thankful for the privileged position.
Mercury Trine Pluto

Pluto: The Unstoppable, Inevitability
In olden days the Lord of Death, this planet is about irresistible force, inevitable
change. Sometimes you just have to finish off with a bang and then start all over
again in a new direction, after you've recovered. Pluto tells you (with no talkback
allowed) when and where (sexologists call it "the point of inevitability") and
provides you with the faith and confidence to let go and meet the O. Then he'll
pass the ball back to Mercury to start making your new plans, completing the full
circle of your planets, with Sun and Moon and all the rest ever swinging around
inside you.
For your generation, the details of sex abounded everywhere like never before
and a great deal of both opportunity and challenge has been the multiplicity of
avenues it could, or was supposed to, follow. Too many game plans tend to
overcome the game itself, and if you can stand back and see the point of it all,
beyond the myriad styles, techniques, and options, you'll have hit the jackpot.
Pluto in Virgo

You'd bust your way across any border to get some elbow room and a little
adventure, but not everyone is as full of the thrill of the particular journey as you
are. Invite them along, don't just kidnap them, and you'll both enjoy the sexual
scenery a lot more that way. You've got more than enough ability to sell, coax, and
seduce to do the job.
Pluto in Ninth House
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Report for Angelina
Your Erotic Self-Portrait
Closeups and Long Shots
Your Ascendant (Rising Sign)
What do you see when you turn on the light? It's your face, your shape, your
posture, your attitude, your stance, your gait, the way you hold yourself,
everything your mirror shows you and your lover gets to hold, all wrapped up
together. It's literally what rises up each morning to greet and share the dawn.
You lead with sensitivity and sincerity, open for all to see, but also highly reflective
of stirring inner emotions. Touch your hand, touch your heart, which requires you
to be careful of how involved you get at first, because everything resonates once
you let it in. Faithfulness is evident, as is demanding possessiveness in return, a
fair bargain for a full experience.
Cancer Rising

Your Midheaven (MC)
Is it true what they say about you? Or is it all a story concocted to make your day
or put you into someone else's fantasy? It's your built-in press agent and erotic
resume waiting to be read by your next potential lover. Like a flag, you can flaunt it,
hide behind it, or wrap yourself in it, just make sure you adjust the fit.
Your reputation for taking the initiative is useful because it gives you the choice
whether or not you want to make the first move. If you don't, others will blame it on
themselves, and if you do, you'll be accommodated accordingly, so it can be a winwin situation for you.
Midheaven in Aries

Sun and Moon - The Inner You
The Sun: Your Inner Self and Personality
The shining star of our solar system, the Sun is your own inner shining star, your
style and personality, your most personal ego, the life essence of the real you. It's
that first cry you gave at birth, letting everyone know you'd arrived. It's how you
burst forth upon the world, every morning, every moment. It's you, unclothed, not
even aware you're naked.
Like a breeze in the afternoon, your possibilities caress and graze the skin with
the tickling promise of love that endures through change, gains its eternity through
its permutations. You live where sex and friendship meet, where the spark doesn't
fade out but drifts on the wind to catch anew in ever-fresh tinder.
Sun in Gemini

True loyalty and close friendships are essential to you, and sex will be part of that
package as well. A quickie for contact is OK, but what you're really looking for is
real intimacy that only time and repetition can provide. It's hard to love someone
you may not be able to count on, but easy if you can.
Sun in Eleventh House

Sun and Moon - The Inner You
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It can be hard to stand back and judge yourself and how you manage yourself
accordingly, so it's probably a good idea to get some feedback on your plans,
especially those concerning your erotic style. You've got plenty of it, but that can
also get in your way when you flaunt it - when you lean on your advantages, your
disadvantages get a workout, too.
Sun Conjunction Mercury

You've learned that you're more likely to act like who you really are if you take
your time and relax back into yourself. You don't need to push the limit to get
satisfactory sexual results, and when you're in natural erotic orbit, so is the person
next to you, who can lean on your comfort with your actions. A slow hand rocks
the cradle all night long.
Sun Sextile Mars

You know how to be inclusive enough to be sexually welcoming while not rushing
the matter to the point of anxiety. This has come from learning to bank your
building flame and keep your expectations growing within the perceived bounds of
acceptance. By making proposals that are within your own comfort zone, you're
likely to get yes for an answer as others sense your safety.
Sun Sextile Jupiter

You are alternately in the clouds or with reluctant and sometimes rueful feet on the
ground, as sexual fantasy and reality tend to alternate instead of blending into
your life experience. You're either lost or found, firm on shore or swamped at sea,
and the trick is to take it in small, alternating steps, so you make real if sometimes
confusing progress in love, instead of just sexually floundering.
Sun Opposition Neptune

You have a certain inner feeling that destiny is on your side and when push comes
to shove you'll be OK - and much of that may come from your ability to avoid as
much confrontation as possible to begin with, letting love seek its own level, with
sex following accordingly. When your force comes from your character, it doesn't
need a big defense budget or preemptive strikes to maintain.
Sun Trine Pluto

The Moon: Feelings and Emotions
It's all about how you react to the world, and hence your feelings, emotions,
moods. Like the phases of the Moon in the sky, this is the ever-changing part of
yourself that's up one day, down the next, your inner tides that ebb and flow and
constantly interact with everyone and everything around you. You're naked and
you know it, and dealing with it.
Swift to arousal but fast to fulfillment, your first answer is yes but you may lose the
heat before the deed is done. Don't regret the impulse, as fanning the embers at
the end is your second chance to burn your most completely. Just don't flame out
at the beginning, but hold that heat for the final consummation.
Moon in Aries

You like to travel with your heart, and you'll be the most moved by lovers who can
take you someplace new, expand your awareness. You want your experience to
be a magic carpet to discover new territory, using your body to open your head
and heart. When you make love, you want your passport stamped.
Moon in Ninth House

Sun and Moon - The Inner You
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You like to move out to the first place of comfort and stay there to enjoy the view,
which makes you steady and even in your erotic approach. If you're sailing
smoothly, why rock the boat, as it took enough effort already to get it this way.
When inside and outside are at peace, your coefficient of sexual satisfaction will
stay right where you like it.
Moon Sextile Sun

Your emotions run strong and you'll force a situation to the point of a fight if your
feelings are challenged or thwarted. You are hot, passionate, energetic and quick
to get involved in a sexual involvement at the first opening or to make a swift
comeback after the first round. Your volatility could use some stabilizing energies
around you, helping you bank your fires for the long haul.
Moon Conjunction Mars

Your answer to life is yes, yes, yes, and your first take is that there's more to come
and you're coming for it. You may overwhelm with your level of feelings,
eagerness, and enthusiasm, and you may overestimate the endless erotic
possibilities that you feel at first. But the rush is worth it, and you're ready to share
the pudding you so eagerly whip up.
Moon Conjunction Jupiter

Negative emotions are easy to fall prey to and hard to escape once you get into a
vicious circle of criticism, of others or yourself. Sexual refusal and denial without
mutual justification is all it takes to start it off, followed by resentment and reprisal,
so the first thing to do is call a moratorium on misery. Make an erotic wish list of
why you perhaps should continue before you withdraw to lick your real or
imagined sexual wounds.
Moon Square Saturn

You use the strength of your innate empathy and feelings for others to help make
everyone's romantic dreams come true - not simply by enacting some momentary
sex fantasy but by penetrating understanding of mutual erotic aspirations that
enables them to become reality. When the frosting has been licked off, there's
tasty cake underneath.
Moon Trine Neptune

Top or bottom, tied up or cut loose, these are the alternating sexual states that
suffuse you and your challenge is to know how to balance them and how far is far
enough until you swing back the other way. Like a flooded river full of debris, you
jam up and then break through as strong currents battle stubborn obstacles and
then sweep them away.
Moon Opposition Pluto

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
Venus: Desire, Need, Hunger
Named for the goddess of love, she's really all about desire. Talk about needy,
she defines it. Everything you want, need, lust after, have to have, from a lover to
a new line of accessories, she's the one inside you calling the shots. She invented
desire, and if you use her well, everyone will be desiring you. Love, wealth, beauty,
art, music, food, entertainment - she's got the key to them all.

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
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There is nothing that makes a fire hotter than keeping a lid on it, and you may do
that to yourself on a regular basis. What you want, you want intensely, but often
so privately and personally that you may not get it at all, or be disappointed when
you finally do. It's all about intimacy, and how it burns from within.
Venus in Cancer

You prefer to partake only of the best, and ill-conceived love or sex on the cheap
has no place in your world. You are both upward-mobile and truly love real
intimacy and close friendship, don't see why you should bother otherwise. And for
you, you're right. Keep yourself surrounded with class acts, and you'll always be
one yourself.
Venus in Eleventh House

When your erotic requests get outrageous, the house empties out, leaving you
alone on stage. You may need change, but it will have to be in forms and amounts
that are palatable to others. Even when your tastes are outlandish, just be frank
without being demanding, and you'd be surprised who'll go along for a test ride.
Venus Square Uranus

Mars: Drive, Energy, Excitement
Once the god of war, he's all about energy, fire, get up and go. You can't get what
you want if you don't go out and grab it, and he'll not only tell you how, where, and
when, he'll provide the fuel and the raw, physical energy. So if you want to get
where you're going, your Mars is your man. Testosterone on steroids.
When action is called for (perhaps even when it's not) your sex drive leaps to the
fore and you're ready to engage. This can make for lightning love, and you should
be an expert at the exciting, breathtaking quickie and the brief affair. For longer
engagements, you may need to retrain and restrain your impulsive instincts to see
longer situations through to at least a second climax.
Mars in Aries

If lovemaking is a journey, you volunteer to be trip leader, where your moves
break old barriers and open up the new adventure to yourself and anyone else
involved. There's nothing wrong with a plan, but a new one beats the old approach,
and it's the exciting, fresh territory that rewards your decision to go someplace
new with it.
Mars in Ninth House

You not only want to do it, you want to do all of it, fueled by endlessly expanding
sexual ambition that pushes you to new and better moves, more inclusive erotic
approaches. Your highly-positive energy is a ride all by itself but can be hard to
keep up with, so give your partner a chance to get one part finished before your
breathlessly move on to the next.
Mars Conjunction Jupiter

Too much criticism about how you do it kills the feeling and turns potential
lovemaking into a grapple of grief instead of a hands-on melding match. Negative
attitudes, inhibitions, and the half-changed mind at the start all spiral into turn-offs
that get you nowhere. Physical bondage at least has arousal potential,
psychological undercutting and the cold towel on the hot proposition simply ties
you in knots.
Mars Square Saturn

Venus and Mars - Getting Physical
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Your confidence in your ability to make your own dreams comes true makes you a
dreamboat worth climbing on board of, as you can stake out the sexual fantasies
that seem more than likely to come true. And, they usually will, simply because the
other participants trust you enough to do their parts as actors in your erotic
screenplay.
Mars Trine Neptune

Frustrated, blocked sexual energy can be a problem, where once you get really
moving you suddenly run into a wall of resistance, which means you can only get
so far and no further. Forcing your way will not work, only exhaust and maybe
exile you, so either joint compromise or trying an end run around the problem is
the better approach.
Mars Opposition Pluto

Jupiter and Saturn - Playing the Game
Jupiter: It's OK, Let's Do It, The Accelerator
The original mythological CEO, the cosmic Santa Claus, he's on point about
where you're going and ambition is his middle name. His cup is filled with luck,
adventure, and all those methods you'd like to master, places you'd like to touch,
lovers you'd like to devour. He's Mr. I'm OK, you're OK, anything's OK, so let's get
it on. He's the ticket to ride on love's main highway, just get on board.
You often equate new with good and are ready to leap into a bed that has not
been fully made. Aggressive positivism is a great opener but you'll want your initial
creative instincts to stand the test of time, so keep your bets open as you try new
things, from one growth spurt to the next - you'll always find some new
approaches waiting for you on the morrow to round out your experience.
Jupiter in Aries

Love is an ever-expanding adventure if you have your way, and you'll be the one
to make it move out when others are standing still, stuck on repeat. New style,
new culture, new location, wherever a fresh, sensual breeze is to be found on your
skin, you're ready to go there. Details develop only after you change the setting.
Jupiter in Ninth House

There's an ongoing conflict inside between the old and the new which affects your
sexual approach along with everything else. When you try a new trick just to be
different, you get flak for it, but when you just roll along with the same old pattern
because you're expected to, it puts you to sleep. It's not about breaking out or
staying loyal, it's about making it work better, so focus on that aspect of it.
Jupiter Square Saturn

There's nothing wrong with setting your sexual hopes high when you have the
confidence to follow your fantasy fully and not get distracted along the way. You'll
get there if you have a plan, and chances are you do, so keep your eyes on the
prize and expect the prize's eyes to turn your way in the process. It's contagious.
Jupiter Trine Neptune

Saturn: It's Not OK, Slow Down, The Brakes
This cranky old creature has seen it all and knows what lasts and what doesn't,
where love is concerned. Inside you, he's the instinct to be careful, avoid pitfalls,
hold back a little so you don't blow it. It's all about stability, pacing yourself and
how to keep on an even keel without coming to a dead halt. If it's not OK, or you
should put on the brakes, he'll tell you.
Jupiter and Saturn - Playing the Game
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You can take it a little too personally and that can turn you right off on everything.
What you feel is right and wrong are very private and can suffer from an
avoidance of light or, when finally outed, too much of an explosion. Loneliness
sometimes seems the price of sexual and emotional safety, but you could be
wrong.
Saturn in Cancer

You're a person of few close friends but intense loyalties, and it takes a long time
to get under your skin. You'd rather go alone than do love lite - and, when you
finally do connect the way you intend to, you won't regret the attitude. Intimacy is a
form of mutual ownership, and you don't sell yourself cheap.
Saturn in Eleventh House

Uranus and Neptune - Fantasy and Reality
Uranus: The Experiment of Now
In mythology, this creature was chaos theory incorporated, the originator of far-out,
off-the-wall, and "no way." Unruly, unkempt, and sometimes totally freaky, he's
your erotic eureka factor, that light bulb over your head illuminating the obvious,
throwing down inspiration like lightning bolts to make experience totally new and
utterly now. This is the razor's edge of sexual reality that strips it all bare.
Changing your partner may not change yourself, despite your innate inclination to
believe the contrary. Change for its own sake, either in style or substance, can
leave you right where you were and still sexually hungry for what you never really
got to begin with. When you externalize, it all comes back home, anyway.
Uranus in Libra

There's a bit of the erotic wanderer about you, and home is wherever you're
making your latest discoveries. So you can be comfortable doing it anywhere, with
the terrain becoming part of the thrill of the experience. What makes it most
exciting is how natural it seems, even when it isn't. You take it in stride, and feed
on it at the same time.
Uranus in Fourth House

Neptune: Dreams and Fantasies of the Future
In ancient times this Little Mermaid's dad was all about the sea, but inside you this
planet is whispering a sea of dreams. Not talking, really, just fantasizing, making
up imaginary scenarios, ideal situations, aspirations, best of all possible worlds
and all that. If you don't have a dream, then how you gonna have a dream come
true? Sounds like a song... just switch on your inner Neptune, who with a little help
from the rest will have you rolling and tumbling all night.
The intricate details of old-fashioned courtship are your generation's nightmare,
and your dream is to keep it simple, honest, and get in there and have fun doing it.
If only all people's motives were that simple, life would be a dream, but individual
agendas keep getting in the way. But when those pure, unadulterated, raw
moments do arrive, it's glory.
Neptune in Sagittarius

Sex as a playful fantasy sometimes runs into the grittier details of the bodies
involved, which is just what you'd prefer didn't happen. Love is an ideal
playground where you never fall down and skin your knee, and everyone has a
good time. Not every experience will go that well, but there's plenty to relish in
each, so dream on and live the dream.
Neptune in Fifth House

Uranus and Neptune - Fantasy and Reality
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The fundamental sexual belief of the entire century that surrounds your life is that
it's important to let your erotic fantasies rise from the depths and be given voice,
as long as it's done in an easy and contained manner. The overwhelming inner
sex drive that enables reproduction can't be denied, but rather needs even, safe,
and creative release so it enhances instead of upsetting the balance of civilization
itself.
Neptune Sextile Pluto

Mercury and Pluto - Erotic Foundations
Mercury: Communication and Structure
Named after the ancient messenger god, he's is all about communication, thinking
and the mind. He starts the ball rolling by marking out what you're going to do, so
if you want to get to first base in bed, Mercury is going to have the plan, and will
be monitoring your every move to make sure it's working. He's your map and
steering mechanism, to see that you get to the heat of the action.
If you can think of it, you can do it, and the more thought you give to what you do
the more complex sex can become. Verbalizing is the way to go, and
communications is everything whatever the method you choose to use. A quick
and fertile mind means a lot of possible erotic options, and hashing them all out
can be half the fun.
Mercury in Gemini

A network of intimacy suits you best, where you are surrounded by closeness and
the dearest of friends, so that sex and friendship are closely interlinked. You have
the knack of employing useful hookups to rise in the world, but it is the ones you
truly care about and that you know will always return your calls and letters who
most push your buttons.
Mercury in Eleventh House

There are endless ideas for making love and sex more interesting, but you're likely
to know which ones to choose that get you started with the most comfort and lead
on to greater things. Start with the right words; allow them to suggest the next step,
and one thing leads to another. It's easy, gradual, but takes you all the way.
Mercury Sextile Jupiter

Creative and original thinking are a wide-open door toward a fuller and more
inventive sex life, especially as your confidence that it will work can overcome a
partner's innate fear that it might not. You'll shatter the boredom barrier but won't
go past the safety line, or at least that's your position. Make it so.
Mercury Trine Uranus

Pluto: The Unstoppable, Inevitability
In olden days the Lord of Death, this planet is about irresistible force, inevitable
change. Sometimes you just have to finish off with a bang and then start all over
again in a new direction, after you've recovered. Pluto tells you (with no talkback
allowed) when and where (sexologists call it "the point of inevitability") and
provides you with the faith and confidence to let go and meet the O. Then he'll
pass the ball back to Mercury to start making your new plans, completing the full
circle of your planets, with Sun and Moon and all the rest ever swinging around
inside you.

Mercury and Pluto - Erotic Foundations
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The pressure for social and sexual equality in your generation has sex itself under
its thumb, preventing some of its more natural and idiosyncratic expressions. The
expectation to ever change it for the better can eclipse the opportunities to just
enjoy it as it is. Someone else's vision of equality may not be your reality at all.
Pluto in Libra

You control people with your words and your mind, so when you want something,
just say it until you get it. That doesn't mean browbeat people, but it does mean
use your talented tongue to spin the yarn your want to have come true until you've
got the players ready to enact your erotic script. Say just how you like it, and how
they're going to, too.
Pluto in Third House

Mercury and Pluto - Erotic Foundations
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Conclusion
Conclusion: Lessons in Love
If, as you read this report, you've found yourself sometimes saying, "Yes, that's it!"
and other times, "I don't see that at all," or "this doesn't seem to match," you're not
alone. Life and love (and especially sex) are full of contradictions , and the
astrological chart reflects that. In this or any computer-assembled report, what
you're seeing is a series of separate windows into the soul, the psyche, and the
libido, bits and pieces of yourself that are better put together by an experienced
astrologer in person than by a computer dissection. But hopefully, it's enough to
open some doors for personal opportunity and understanding, and perhaps you'll
want to explore it further with a personal consultation - or deeper study of
astrology on your own.
But here's a clue about selecting and understanding the passages you've just
read, when you go back over them. When it seems to read just right, that's the
part of you (or your partner) that you already are familiar with, quite apart from
astrology. It's a nice confirmation, but hey, you already knew that. The parts that
don't seem to fit so well are really what you should take a closer look at, because
maybe they're things you've just missed before, or haven't come to grips with quite
yet. It's what you don't know (or maybe don't admit to) that can both help or hurt
you the most in a sexual relationship. Use the contradictions or puzzling parts as
gateways to your own inner curiosity and greater self-understanding...there's more
to you (and your lover) than meets the eye, more than your mirror sees, with a life
full of erotic surprises still waiting for the adventurous to unwrap...
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